
 

 

JUNE 2004 REVISIONS TO L.A.FANS WAVE 1 
PUBLIC USE DATA AND RESTRICTED DATA AND CODEBOOKS 

 
 
Below is a list of cases that were revised for the re-release of the LAFANS Wave 1 data in June 2004. 
These are basically corrections for minor problems discovered in the first year of use.  These revisions 
should have not significant effect on analyses that are either underway or already completed. Most data 
revisions were to Public Use files. Only the two household module restricted data files had changes in some 
variable values.  In addition to revisions of existing data, the re-release also added two data files: 
imputed income/asset data for all interviewed households, and a file of household weights. 
 
This document also lists revisions made to individual data file codebooks. 
 
 
ALL LAFANS-1 DATA FILES, PUBLIC USE AND RESTRICTED 
 
   1. Dropped duplicate household 1016399.  It was a second interview of 1016398 done 6 months later. 
   2. Dropped duplicate household 1040662.  It was a second interview of 1040666 done 6 months later. 
   3. Added data set labels given creation date so can tell they are updated files 
 
PUBLIC USE VERSION FILES 
 
1. ROSTER MODULE (ROSTER1) 
 
   a. Corrections to SPOUS_ID for a few cases: 3023095, 5042502, 3134254, 1033661 
   b. Corrections to RA7_A : (1013375,1), (2020958,1), (3134254,1), (5019478,2), (1031271,1&3) 
                             (1014153,1) 
   c. A correction to DADID, RA25ID for 3150648,4 
   d. Corrections to RA10, MARITAL for (3150648,3), (3148554,1) 
   e. Correction to EM for 1014825, 7 (not an EM) 
   f. Correction on AGE_YR for 1030930,5 (is -8 not 0) 
   g. Correct TOTCHILD, TOTCHELG, TOTADLT for age change hhld above (1030930) 
   h. Set MOMID=2 for (1025068,6).  Kid is RA11=2 so MOMID not set, though ra21id=2 
   i. Added variable HHRF  
 
 
2. ADULT MODULE (ADULT1) 
 
 
  a. NREL_DWS was revised to include (AE35=1 and AE39=1) cases. This added AE36B/AE37B/AE38B variables to 
the Adult data file.  Only two cases have values for these variables:  



 

 

     (3034080, 1) and (3043664, 1). 
     Those values are:  
        3034080,1 : nrel_dws=2, ae39=1, ae36b_1=11, ae36b_3=1989, ae37b_1=1, ae37b_3=1996, ae38b=1 
        3043664,1 : nrel_dws=2, ae39=1, ae36b_1=11, ae36b_3=1987, ae37b_1=6, ae37b_3=1993, ae38b=1 
 
   b. AE42_3=1882 changed to 1992 for 5042522, 1 
   c. AC14 fixed so those who did not answer section C have AC14=. and not =2 
   d. AC8=2 changed to 1 for 6043064,2.  Determined to be US born, not foreign born. 
   e. AOBS2=1 changed to 2 for 1045491, 1.  Determined in error due to other info. 
   f. Corrected labels on AK2.  AK2 is any EMPLOYMENT spell, not unemployment spell. 
   g. Corrected AF1 for RSA_TYPE=2 and AF1=1: if spous_id=. then AF1=5, else AF1=3 Corrected AF1 for AF1=5 
and SPOUS_ID>.: set AF1=3 if SP_ADLT not 1/2 and make Section F variables =-5. 
      Corrected AF1 for AF1=1/2 and SPOUS_ID>. and SP_ADLT not 1/2 : set AF1=3 and make Section F variables 
=-5. These 14 cases due to original CAPI error on assigning spouse ids in RRSAS, RPCGS. 
      Corrected AF1 for AF1=4 but SPOUS_ID>.: made AF1=3 if SP_ADLT not 1/2, else made AF1=1/2 and blanked 
out Section F vars. 
      Corrected AF1 for AF1=3 and SPOUS_ID=. : made AF1=4 
   h. Corrected MOVSINCE for some cases 
       MOVSINCE set to 1 for: (1030946,2), (2014042,1), (2041070,6), (2050741,3), (6050588,3),  
                              (7025191,2) 
       MOVSINCE set to 0 for: (1014422,1), (2014060,4) 
   i. Fill in OCC_AC17, IND_AC17 for 40+ people who had AC17-AC19 text but for some reason never got 
assigned occupation codes.  They will not have OCC3_AC17 or IND3_AC17 because they were not included in the 
original occupation data sent to Wisconsin.  The two-digit groupings are based on checking other people with 
similar job text who were coded by Wisconsin in the original occupation coding.  Those cases are:  
 

sampleid='1014281' and pid=2 
sampleid='1014295' and pid=1 
sampleid='1014323' and pid=2 
sampleid='1014338' and pid=1 
sampleid='1014594' and pid=1 
sampleid='1017768' and pid=2 
sampleid='1022534' and pid=2 
sampleid='1022807' and pid=1 
sampleid='1022904' and pid=4 
sampleid='1022981' and pid=4 
sampleid='1024307' and pid=1 
sampleid='1027113' and pid=4 
sampleid='1028322' and pid=1 
sampleid='1028345' and pid=2 
sampleid='1028981' and pid=2 
sampleid='1030012' and pid=4 



 

 

sampleid='1031454' and pid=1 
sampleid='1031695' and pid=3 
sampleid='1031808' and pid=1 
sampleid='1036696' and pid=1 
sampleid='1036963' and pid=1 
sampleid='1039372' and pid=1 
sampleid='1040638' and pid=1 
sampleid='2020165' and pid=1 
sampleid='2026196' and pid=1 
sampleid='2026484' and pid=1 
sampleid='2028956' and pid=1 
sampleid='2042178' and pid=2 
sampleid='2044458' and pid=2 
sampleid='2049355' and pid=1 
sampleid='2050900' and pid=1 
sampleid='2051241' and pid=1 
sampleid='2051241' and pid=2 
sampleid='2131311' and pid=1 
sampleid='2148956' and pid=2 
sampleid='3017093' and pid=2 
sampleid='3031634' and pid=1 
sampleid='3038818' and pid=2 
sampleid='3039466' and pid=1 
sampleid='3044502' and pid=2 
sampleid='3050380' and pid=1 
sampleid='3144107' and pid=2 
sampleid='5034116' and pid=1 
sampleid='6012109' and pid=1 
sampleid='6045571' and pid=1 
sampleid='7023793' and pid=1 

 
 
   j. Fixed length on EHCJ5 to be 10, not 8 which truncated the date  
   k. Corrected errors in AG3, AG3B, AG3C, AG3D variables due to typos by FI caused 
by poor CAPI design.  AG4-AG4D revised accordingly. Those cases are:  
 
 AG3 
    sampleid='1023713' and pid=1  
    sampleid='1028981' and pid=2  
    sampleid='1036861' and pid=1  
    sampleid='1036872' and pid=2  
    sampleid='1040034' and pid=2  



 

 

    sampleid='2017891' and pid=1  
    sampleid='2021024' and pid=1  
    sampleid='2028969' and pid=1  
    sampleid='3017114' and pid=1  
    sampleid='3049708' and pid=1  
    sampleid='5042403' and pid=1  
    sampleid='6050579' and pid=1  
    sampleid='7041690' and pid=2  
    sampleid='2041407' and pid=1  
    sampleid='1023266' and pid=4  
    sampleid='1024303' and pid=1  
    sampleid='1026026' and pid=2  
    sampleid='1031271' and pid=1  
    sampleid='1031743' and pid=2  
    sampleid='1032627' and pid=1  
    sampleid='1033483' and pid=3  
    sampleid='1035155' and pid=1  
    sampleid='1035764' and pid=4  
    sampleid='1036115' and pid=2  
    sampleid='1036323' and pid=2  
    sampleid='1039300' and pid=1  
    sampleid='2014057' and pid=1  
    sampleid='2014097' and pid=5  
    sampleid='2014105' and pid=2  
    sampleid='2025395' and pid=1  
    sampleid='2118897' and pid=3  
    sampleid='3027285' and pid=1  
    sampleid='3034080' and pid=2  
    sampleid='3038825' and pid=13 
    sampleid='3038843' and pid=7  
    sampleid='3116077' and pid=2  
    sampleid='3120267' and pid=2  
    sampleid='3148582' and pid=1  
    sampleid='3151997' and pid=1  
    sampleid='4118861' and pid=1  
    sampleid='6032174' and pid=1  
    sampleid='7040533' and pid=1 
 
AG3B 

sampleid='1025740' and pid=1 
sampleid='2014042' and pid=2 
sampleid='3022066' and pid=1 



 

 

sampleid='5042403' and pid=1 
sampleid='6050579' and pid=1 
sampleid='1022975' and pid=2 
sampleid='1025445' and pid=1 
sampleid='1038560' and pid=4 
sampleid='2022261' and pid=4 
sampleid='3023078' and pid=1 
sampleid='3028590' and pid=1 
sampleid='6049933' and pid=1 

 
AG3C 

sampleid='1022496' and pid=1 
sampleid='2024597' and pid=3 
sampleid='3035509' and pid=3 
sampleid='3131481' and pid=1 
sampleid='6042231' and pid=2 

 
 
3. EHC MODULE (EHC1) 
 
   a. Fix UTYPE=UNEMP for 2 people: 1033115, pid 1 and 2 
   b. Fix ASDATE for 3050378, 1 : 1884 date goes to 1994 date 
   c. Add on NHLTH—HE3YRD2 for 12 nonRSA/nonPCG who got dropped in the program that created EHC1. 
   d. Added MOVEMISS to flag 4 cases with missing records in EHC address domain (1022819,3), (1038560,4), 
(2049419,1), (5026597,1) 
   e. Flagged corrupted start dates, Correct some bad start dates with best guesses  
    
       In address file: (1025657,2)*, (1049466,1), (6043148,1)*, (3107065,1), (7016889,1), (2131633,1), 
                         (3050370,3)*     * means corrected 
       In health file: (3130237,1), (20288301,1), (1033508,2), (2013437,2), (2043095,2), (1048217,1) 
       In unemployment file: (2013410,1), (3135759,1), (3147351,1)* 
       In employment file: (1036094,1), (3131492,4) 
       In public file: (4119036,1), (6046718,1) 
       New variables created are: BADASDAT, BADESDAT, BADUSDAT, BADHSDAT, and BADPSDAT. 
    
4. HHLD MODULE (HHLD1) 
 
   a. Revisions to (HA20_1-HA20_5/HA23_1-HA23_5) 
    
      Set rent/mortgage=1 dollar to zero since this means “did not pay rent/mortgage” 
      based on notes data. If rent/mortgage=1 and notes did not explain why, set to missing.  
 



 

 

HA20 
sampleid='1014246' 
sampleid='1016136' 
sampleid='1028569' 
sampleid='1033693' 
sampleid='3133028' 
sampleid='7033579' 
sampleid='6012109' 
sampleid='3034886' 
sampleid='3038753' 
 
HA23 
sampleid='1024830' 
sampleid='1048213' 

 
      Blanked out FI errors where put values in both monthly and annual. Value used was monthly. 
 

HA20 
sampleid='2131611'  
sampleid='7025209'  
sampleid='1036946'  
sampleid='3038052'  
sampleid='3149152'  
 
HA23 
sampleid='1036234' 
sampleid='1044893' 
sampleid='1035710' 
sampleid='1036316' 
sampleid='1047853' 
sampleid='3130237' 
sampleid='3131492' 
sampleid='6050582' 

 
   b. Fixed COUPLE for two cases: 2131311, 1033687.  Couple is really 0 not 1. 
   c. Fixed a couple typos on HA2 (3148270, 6042929) 
   d. Fixed typo on HA70 (3150639) 
 
   e. Correct HA19ID1-3 for some cases 

sampleid='6046652' 
sampleid='3129695' 
sampleid='6046652' 



 

 

sampleid='1023713' 
sampleid='1032069' 
sampleid='1033077' 
sampleid='1023707' 
sampleid='1025456' 
sampleid='1022285' 
sampleid='1039124' 
sampleid='3039460' 
sampleid='2017883' 
sampleid='3129100' 
sampleid='3150636' 

 
   f. Correct HA21ID1-3 for some cases 

sampleid='6050549' 
sampleid='1041259' 
sampleid='1037566' 
sampleid='1041260' 
sampleid='2149282' 
sampleid='6015578' 

 
g. Added HHRF, HHRF_B 
    
 
5. HHINC MODULE (HHINC1) 
 
   a. Fixed COUPLE for two cases: 2131311, 1033687.  Couple is really 0 not 1. 
   b. Fix a few cases of double reporting of housing/energy allowance and child support 1032602, 1038489, 
2041407 for housing/energy and 1032609, 6034815 for child support 
   c. Fixed some cases with errors in the HA16 income variables 
 

HA16H: mother and children had same report, blanked out children’s 
sampleid='1032602' 
sampleid='1038489' 
sampleid='2041407' 

 
HA16A: mother and child both have child support listed, keep mother’s value, blank out kids’ 

sampleid='1032609' 
sampleid='1034237'  
sampleid='2012567'  
sampleid='3029535'  
sampleid='5048813'  
sampleid='6034815' 



 

 

 
HA16A/HA16L: child listed as getting alimony, change to child support 

sampleid='1023609' 
sampleid='2014049' 

 
HA16E: double reporting of SSI 

sampleid='5042439' and pid=2 
 

HA16G: typos/double reporting of public assistance, blank out one person’s values 
sampleid='1022795' and pid=4 
sampleid='2119909' and pid=3 
sampleid='3050346' and pid=4 

 
   d. Fixed top-coding on HA13 to be 10,000---there was a typo and it was not topcoded before 
   e. Added HHRF 
 
6. PCG MODULE (PCG1) 
 
   a. Set PROBCASE=1 for those who take antidepressants (GA1=6 or GA10=6) 
 
7. ROSTHH MODULE (ROSTHH1) 
 
   a. Fixed TOTCHILD, TOTCHELG, TOTADULT for 1030930 
   b. Corrected RRSASI to blank for 3 cases ( 1022323, 3150305, 7023813) 
    
 
8. CHILD MODULE (CHILD1) 
   
   a. Set CB45_1, _2, DAY, WKS, MO, YR to -8 or -9  
      if person was supposed to answer CB45 but did not 
      since CAPI code had not field for DK/REFUSED we 
      do not know who the DK people were from the CB45 
      variables themselves 
    
   b. Corrected CB59A for (2018899,SIB) 
   c. Corrected CB64A, CB65 for (3038783,RSC) 
 
9. PARENT MODULE (PARENT1) 
 
   a. Fixed label on BPIDEP to “Dependent BPI subscale score” 
   b. Fixed label on PF37_A to “AMOUNT OF SCHOOL EXPECT TO COMPLETE” 
 



 

 

10. IMPUTED INCOME MODULE (IMPINC1---NEWLY CREATED FOR 2ND RELEASE) 
 
   a. Created a public use version of the imputed income and asset data that is one record per household 
respondent.  The HHRF variable allows you to link the income data to members of the same family as the 
household module respondent.  
   b. Topcoded imputed income and asset values in public use version by replacing them with means for the 
topcoded group. For most measures race/ethnic means were used.  Race/ethnic groups were: Hispanic, White, 
Black, Other. 
      Cutoff points for topcoding were:  
         AIRWAGE : 150,000 
         AIPWAGE : 150,000 
         FAMEARN : 150,000 
         FAMINC  : 150,000 
         NONHASST: 500,000 
         ASTOTINC:  40,000 
         ALLTRANS:  25,000 
          
         AIRENT  :   1,400/mth  (did not use race/ethnic means, used pooled mean) 
         AIMORT  :   4,000/mth  (did not use race/ethnic means, used pooled mean) 
       
    c. Public use file IMPINC1 has just a subset of all imputed income/asset variables.  It has respondent 
and spouse earnings, total child earnings, totals for family earnings, family income, non-house assets, 
asset income and transfer income, monthly rent/mortgage payments, and home value (categorical variable). 
               
 
 
RESTRICTED DATA FILES 
 
 1. IMPUTED INCOME MODULE (IMPINC1R---Newly created in second release) 
 
   a. Created restricted data version of the imputed income and asset data that is one record per household 
respondent.  The HHRF variable allows you to link the income data to members of the same family as the 
household module respondent. Households that did not complete the household module have imputed values. For 
those who did do the household module, missing values have been replaced with imputed values. 
   b. Data is not top-coded and includes all income/asset measures from the household module. 
 
    
 2. HOUSEHOLD WEIGHTS MODULE (HWGTV1_1---Newly created in second release) 
    
   a. Made restricted version 1 file with household weight for 3,083 households that did some portion of the 
LAFANS survey. Excludes the 3 households where a roster was started but no ages given so no respondents 
selected. Variable is called WGTHH. 



 

 

   b. Includes a second set of weights normalized for household module sample:  
      WGTHH_HA for 1st module in hhld, WGTHH_HB for 2nd module in hhld. 
 
 3. MODV1_1 MODULE 
 
   a. Added WGTHH (household weight) 
 
 4. RSTHV1_1 MODULE 
 
   a. Added WGTHH (household weight) 
 
 5. HHLDV1_1 MODULE 
 
   a. Added WGTHH_HA and WGTHH_HB (household weights normalized for household module samples: 1st and 2nd 
respondents) 
   b. Revisions to (HA20_1-HA20_5/HA23_1-HA23_5) 
    
      Set rent/mortgage=1 dollar to zero since this means “did not pay rent/mortgage” 
      based on notes data. If rent/mortgage=1 and notes did not explain why, set to missing.  
 

HA20 
sampleid='1014246' 
sampleid='1016136' 
sampleid='1028569' 
sampleid='1033693' 
sampleid='3133028' 
sampleid='7033579' 
sampleid='6012109' 
sampleid='3034886' 
sampleid='3038753' 
 
HA23 
sampleid='1024830' 
sampleid='1048213' 

 
      Blanked out FI errors where put values in both monthly and annual. Value was monthly. 
 

HA20 
sampleid='2131611'  
sampleid='7025209'  
sampleid='1036946'  
sampleid='3038052'  



 

 

sampleid='3149152'  
 
HA23 
sampleid='1036234' 
sampleid='1044893' 
sampleid='1035710' 
sampleid='1036316' 
sampleid='1047853' 
sampleid='3130237' 
sampleid='3131492' 
sampleid='6050582' 

 
6. HHINV1_1 MODULE 
 
   a. Fix a few cases of double reporting of housing/energy allowance and child support 1032602, 1038489, 
2041407 for housing/energy and 1032609, 6034815 for child support 
   b. Fixed some cases with errors in the HA16 income variables 
 

HA16H: mother and children had same report, blanked out children’s 
sampleid='1032602' 
sampleid='1038489' 
sampleid='2041407' 

 
HA16H: correct a typo 

sampleid='1038489' and pid=1: ha16h_2=550 
 
HA16A: mother and child both have child support listed, keep mother’s value, blank out kids’ 

sampleid='1032609' 
sampleid='1034237'  
sampleid='2012567'  
sampleid='3029535'  
sampleid='5048813'  
sampleid='6034815' 

 
HA16A/HA16L: child listed as getting alimony, change to child support 

sampleid='1023609', set ha16a_2 to 4000 for kids 
sampleid='2014049', set ha16a_2 to 2000 for kids 

 
HA16E: double reporting of SSI 

sampleid='5042439' and pid=2 
 
HA16F: correct some typos 



 

 

sampleid='2020755' and pid=2: ha16f_2=1200 instead of 12000 
sampleid='6034733' and pid=1: ha16f_2=1500 instead of 15000 

 
HA16G: typos/double reporting of public assistance, blank out one person’s values 

sampleid='1022795' and pid=4 
sampleid='2119909' and pid=3 
sampleid='3050346' and pid=4 

 
   c. Fixed a couple typos on HA2 (3148270, 6042929) 
 
 
 
PUBLIC USE DATA CODEBOOKS 
 
1. CHILD1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Adjusted variable note for LBWEIGHT to note that Child weight not topcoded/bottom coded only adults 
are.  Likewise for INHEIGHT. 
   b. Fixed length on CDATE 
 
2. PCG1 CODEBOOK 
    
   a. Added variable note for PROBCASE to explain the value of 1 for the GA1=6/GA10=6 cases which have -7 
for the other CIDI variables.  
   b. Fixed length on GDATE1 and GDATE2 variables   
       
3. EHC1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Added variable notes for BADASDAT, BADESDAT, BADUSDAT, BADHSDAT, and BADPSDAT.  
   b. Added variable MOVEMISS  
    
4. ADULT1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Added variables AE36B_1,AE36B_3,AE37B_1,AE37B_3, AE38B.  
   b. Fixed length on EHCJ5 and date variables  
   c. Fixed format on MOVSINCE to be 2 years not 5 years  
 
5. HHLD1 CODEBOOK 
    
   a. Fixed length on HTODAY and HTODAY_B variables  
   b. Gave NOHH1 a “yes/no” format  



 

 

   c. Added note on HA20=0 rent cases 
   d. Added note about DK/Refused on amount could still lead to bracket being asked. 
   e. Added HHRF, HHRF_B 
   f. Added notes to show which imputed income variables in IMPINC1/IMPINC1R correspond to original 
household module income variables. 
 
6. HOF1 CODEBOOK 
    
   a. Fixed length on HOFDATE1 and HOFDATE2 variables   
 
7. MODSTAT1 CODEBOOK 
    
   a. Fixed length on FIN_DATE 
 
8. PARENT1 CODEBOOK 
    
   a. Fixed length on PBWDATE 
    
9. ROSTER1 CODEBOOK 
    
   a. Fixed length on RDATE_B 
   b. Added HHRF 
 
10. ROSTHH1 CODEBOOK 
     
   a. Fixed length on RDATE_A, RDATE_B, RDATE_C, STRTDATE 
 
11. HHINC1 CODEBOOK    
    
   a. Added HHRF  
   b. Added notes to show which imputed income variables in IMPINC1/IMPINC1R correspond to original 
household module income variables.    
 
12. IMPINC1 CODEBOOK (Newly created in second release) 
 
   a. Documentation for the imputed income/assets file IMPINC1 is found in the Word file called 
imputed_income.doc. 
    
 
 



 

 

RESTRICTED DATA CODEBOOKS 
 
1. ADLTV1_1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Corrected title page for restricted adult codebook—it referenced PARV1_1 not ADLTV1_1 
    
    
2. MODV1_1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Added WGTHH—household weight variable normalized to 3,083. 
    
3. RSTHV1_1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Added WGTHH—household weight variable normalized to 3,083. 
      
4. HHLDV1_1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Added WGTHH_HA the household weight variable normalized to number of first household module 
respondents (i.e. ,those who did a household module) 
   b. Added WGTHH_HB the household weight variable normalized to number of second household module 
respondents (i.e. ,those who did a 2nd household module) 
       
5. HWGTV1_1 CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Codebook for newly created restricted version 1 household weights file. 
     
6. IMPINC1R CODEBOOK 
 
   a. Documentation for the imputed income/assets file IMPINC1R is found in the Word file called 
imputed_income.doc. 
 
 
 
 


